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Editorial
They say that when a Finn is planning his future, he buys two cases of beer instead of one. 
When it’s cold and dark — such as now — it is best to keep thoughts focused on this mo-
ment and not to think ahead. During our trip, it’s not even necessary to worry about the next 
beer, because beer we won’t run out of !

You should also try some other traditional Finnish means of avoiding desperation. First take 
of your clothes (starting to sound good?) and go to sauna. Stay in sauna as long as you pos-
sibly can, and then a little more. After this, run outside and dip yourself into freezing water 
though a hole in the ice and/or roll a bit in the snow. Then go back to sauna, take some beer, 
and repeat. It may sound crazy, and it probably is too, but in extreme conditions one has to 
have extremely amusements! I promise it will feel euphoric afterwards.

This year we will be exploring the western Finland by bus. Having been brought up in the 
area, I know it almost too well myself. You should quickly realize that inbetween our excur-
sion targets there is really nothing to see but forests and farm fields — a lot of them. That is, 
if it’s not already too dark to see anything outside the bus. Actually, it is quite the same every-
where in Finland, since Finland is very flat and sparsely populated. Anyway, this combined 
with the fact that the distances tend to be long in this relatively large country, could make 
your time extremely long.

Thankfully it only remains as a “could” because our bus is filled with
miners! We will be singing great songs and having a good time.

Welcome to ISW Helsinki 2009 and enjoy your stay!

Timo Tuominen
The Editor
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The board of our guild
The Chairman - Miia “teh Boss” Pesonen
Miia controls our guild with passion and a firm grip. But during this trip 
she will be the one who sings with the loudest voice (or the second loud-
est) and teaches you all the important mining songs. As a former president 
of IFMMS she has a lot experience of participating or organizing ISW`s so 
don`t be afraid to ask Miia anything about ISW.

The Hostess - Iita “Iituli” Kejonen
Iita is the other candidate for the loudest voice in this choir. Chances are 
her singing is both the first and the last thing you hear during an evening - 
and perhaps everything you can remember inbetween as well. In addition to 
singing, she is great at cooking, and you are lucky enough to get to try her 
food as she is responsible for it in our guild!

The Excursion Master - Tatu “t.A.T.u.” Karlström 
This time it’s not about the Russian girl band… even if there will definitely 
be some singing during the week. Tatu is the guy responsible for the week, 
so he might be stressed — or not — this guy really is easy-going! Still better 
not mess with him, otherwise you may miss out on beer and saunas after 
the excursions.

The Secretary - Sarianna “the Secretary” Suominen
Sarianna is a smiling and caring person, who seems to like everybody! Ex-

cept early in the morning. She writes faster than she thinks so sometimes it 
can be quite hard to understand her point. And like all the secretaries, she 

enjoys spending her time sitting on the chairmans lap.  She is very talkative 
and gentlemen: yes she is single!

The Host - Jussi “Layout” Leinonen
If you have low fluid balance you should go to Jussi and ask help from him. 

Probably he will first say no to you and then you have to ask again. And 
again. In reality, Jussi is kind within himself and that’s why everybody loves 

Jussi. Just don’t say it aloud, cause it’s a common secret.
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The board of our guild
The Treasurer - Maria “Heatwave” Helle
Know how to say no with great fluency in many languages such as
French, Swedish, English and Finnish. Therefore guild’s accounts are
very well balanced in spite of the fact that the global economy has
fallen in the recession. Maria is very active and cheerful miner who
knows how to have fun. And like all the other miners also Maria sings
tech student’s songs willingly.

Sgt. Major of Freshmen - Marleena “Marski” Ahonen
Marski is always happy and kind to everybody, especially to the freshmen 
whom she takes good care of. Marski knows quite a few Mining songs and 
also likes to sing them a lot, very loud. She never says no to partying so find 
her if you want to have fun.

The Editor - Timo “Apple Juice” Tuominen
Timo represents creativity and artistic values in our board of management. 
He seems to come up with all those great t-shirt designs and other works of 
art without using any drugs or booze! He must be a talent by nature.

The Councilor of Studies - Valtteri “Valde” Pitkänen
Valtteri is one of the most talkative people in the guild (or probably in the 

whole world). He can talk hours about anything, you should try him! How-
ever, he’s also a really great guy with good skills in drinking beer and playing 

forza motorsport in the guild room. He knows how to party but somehow 
gets some results in studying, too!

Staff Sgt. of Freshmen  - Esa-Pekka “The Coach” Räisänen
Esa-Pekka is an ex-hockey star from the Savo, middle-Finland. He was

born and raised in Finlad’s GTA–city Varkaus(Theft in english), so
plays with only on kind of rules, prison rules. Because of he’s dark

and hard history, he is the right man for teaching the new freshmen
wat life is really like.
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Chairman’’’s greetings
Hi there you mining bastards… I beerly welcome you to ISW Helsinki 2009!! 

One week drinking tour is just about to begin! I hope you have practiced 
with the local beverages. First of all the direction of the tour will be 
the wild wild West(ern) Finland. During the week you’ll see some 
factories and get known with Finnish industry — but I bet the 
beer and vodka will erase those memories. If sitting in the bus 
gets boring you can always take the front seat and count the 
tractors. Try to beat 116 counted in ISW Trondheim. 

Be ready to meet your limits and experience crazy mo-
ments. Finland is cited as the land of thousands of lakes. 
So be ready to experience the national winter sport — 
bathing sauna with ice hole dipping. Remember that in 
extreme-sports it’s really important to maintain the body’s 
liquid balance, so drink!  

In Finland we have this thing called Finnish silence 
especially while eating :) , but don’t worry, we’ll get loud 
after drinking. And I promise we’ll be singing a bunch 
of mining and drinking songs with you.  

Even if feeling confused in new environment, don’t 
forget the rules. NO SLEEPING IN THE BUS! 
NO RIGHT HAND DRINKING! 

Welcome again and have fun!! Don’t lose all the 
memories, and especially the friends you’ll make 
during the week. Glück Auf! 

Miia Pesonen
The Chairman of the Board
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Chairman’’’s greetings the travelers
Supervisor
prof. Olof Forsén

Finland
Miia Pesonen
Sarianna Suominen
Jussi Leinonen
Iita Kejonen
Maria Helle
Valtteri Pitkänen
Timo Tuominen
Tatu Karlström
Esa-Pekka Räisänen
Iina Kainulainen
Päivi Tikkanen
Janica Solehmainen
Anu Seppälä
Leena Ikonen
Jatta-Mari Rouvinen
Iiro Lehtiniemi

3x Netherlands
2x Slovakia

Norway
Audun Mortveit Sletten
Jens E Davidsen
Eivind S Stran 

Hungary
Adrienn Kovacs
Peter Imricsko
Peter Bökfi

Germany
André Kochanski
Corinna Wrona

Belgium
Nicolas Alberghini
René Carpent

Great Britain
James Town
Cesar Fernandes
Andy Whitfield
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companies
Talvivaara Mining Company Plc.
Talvivaara aims to become an internationally significant base metals pro-
ducer with its primary focus on nickel and zinc. Talvivaara´s main asset is 
the Talvivaara nickel mine in Sotkamo, Finland. The Talvivaara polymetallic 
deposits, Kuusilampi and Kolmisoppi, comprise one of the largest known 
sulphide nickel resources in Europe.

Outotec
Outotec is a leading global provider of process solutions, technologies 
and services for the mining and metallurgical industries. The company 
utilizes its extensive experience and advanced process know-how by 
providing plants, equipment and services based mainly on proprietary 
technologies.  Outotec works in close partnership with its customers 
and provides proven environmentally sound and energy saving solu-
tions.

Metso Minerals
Metso is the global leader in solutions for rock and minerals pro-
cessing. The company’s expertise is based on over a century of ex-
perience, and today’s industry–leading solutions embrace the latest 
technology and an extensive service and aftersales offering.

Boliden
Boliden is the second largest copper supplier and the third largest 
zinc supplier in Europe. Its operations focus on the initial stages of 
the processing chain, in other words exploration, mining and mill-
ing, smelting, refining and recycling. Metal recycling is a field in 
which Boliden is a global leader and is also a growing sphere within 
its operations.

Loimaan Kivi
Loimaan kivi is a family company that continues the best traditions 
of the Finnish stone industry. Its strength lies within its versatile 
know-how, extensive control of the product chain and open-minded 
product development. Loimaan Kivi has three main lines in its en-
terprise: gravestones, interior stones and building stones.
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companies program
Sunday 8.2.
Togaparty, Rantasauna Otaniemi

Monday 9.2.
Talvivaara, Haukilahti and Outotec, Otaniemi

Tuesday 10.2.
Metso Minerals, Tampere

Wednesday 11.2.
Boliden, Harjavalta

Thursday 12.2.
   Loimaan Kivi, Loimaa

Friday 13.2.
Great Miner’s Ball, Rantasauna Otaniemi

Image courtesy of Outotec
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JUHLAT, JUBILEUM 
Hyvät ystävät, juhla voi alkaa, 
Kasperille me nostamme jalkaa. 
:,:Tääl’ ei juodakaan kolmosen kaljaa, 
täällä viihdyn, suo shamppanja vaan.:,:

NIIN MINÄ NEITONEN
:,: Niin minä neitonen sinulle laulan,
kuin omalle kullalleni. :,:
:,: Jos olis valtaa niin kuin on mieli,
niin ottaisin omakseni. :,:

:,: Kullalleni minä laulelen,
ja kellekkäs minä muille. :,:
:,: Enkä mä laula kallioille,
enkä metsän puille. :,:

WILD ROVER 
I’ve been a wild rover for many a year, 
and I’ve spent all my money on whisky and beer. 
But now I’m returning with gold in great score, 
and I never shall play the wild rover no more. 

And it’s no nay never, 
no nay never no more 
will I play the wild rover. 
No never no more. 

I went to an alehouse, I used to frequent, 
and I told the landlady my money was spent. 
I asked for credit, she answered me nay. 
This custom like yours I can get any day. 

I pulled from my pocket two sovereigns bright, 
and the landlady’s legs opened wide with delight. 
Whisky I have sir, and wines of the best. 
The words that I spoke, they were only in jest. 

I went to a shithouse I used to frequent, 
and I told the attendant my money was spent. 
I asked him politely to open the door, he said: 
“Not fucking, not likely, you shit on the floor.” 

I’ve been a wild rover for most of my life, 
now I’ll settle down and I’ll take me a wife. 
I’ll build a long cabin, keep the wolf from the door, 
and I never will play the wild rover no more.

WE ARE THE ENGINEERS
We are, we are, we are
we are the engineers.
We can, we can, we can
demolish forty beers.
The medical men of R. S. M.
they cannot drink with us,
‘cause we don’t give a fuck for anyone else
who don’t give a fuck for us. Oi!

Sir Fracis Drake and all his crew
set sail for Galway Bay.
To meet the Spanish Rumfleet,
that was heading by the way.
The engineers they cut them short
by a night and half a day.
Although they’re drunk like hooligans,
you still can hear them say.

We are, we are, we are, we are the engineers ...

songbook

KATSELIN KATSELIN
Katselin katselin kaunista miestä,
kaunista miestä tuulantei.
Kostuivat kostuivat kämmenet hiestä,
kämmenet hiestä tuulantei.

Otan sen, otan sen,
ennemmin kuin koskiksen,
sillä kaunis mies on silmänruokaa,
silmänruokaa tuulantei.
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KO-KO-KO-KOSKEN KO-KO-KO-KORVAA
Ko-ko-ko-kosken ko-ko-ko-korvaa
siitä aina kunnon rä-kä-kä-kännit saa
Ko-ko-ko-kosken ko-ko-ko-korvaa
siitä aina kunnon rä-kä-kä-kännit saa
aina kunnon rä-kä-kä-kännit
aina kunnon rä-kä-kä-kännit saa-a-a.

Rä-kä-kä-kännit... ko-ko-ko-kohmelon ...

HULLU KIRVESMIES
Illalla, kun mielipuoli kirveen saa, 
hän johdattaa mut aitan taa. 
Siellä, missä aivokoppa aukeaa 
ja verikin on punaisin.

Nauraen lyö hullu niskan taa, 
tunnen sen, jo veri tirskahtaa. 
Vaikk’ on taju himmennytkin, 
hullu hakkaa vielä nytkin
niskan tynkää verta pursuvaa.

PERVERTS OF SOCIETY
We’re the perverts of society.
We’re the worst you’ve ever seen.
We’re a bunch of loud mouthed bastards.
We’re the mining engineers.

On the border of Antarctica,
where the Yanks have never been,
lies a body of a polar bear,
fucked to death by an engineer.

We’re the perverts ...

We don’t climb upon a mountain,
‘cause the slope is too fucking steep.
We don’t go down to the valley,
‘cause the valley is too fucking deep.

We’re the perverts ...

Where the whales are floating in the sea
with their asses full of sperm,
there’s a happy Trondheim miner
just waiting for his turn.

We’re the perverts ...

And if you wonder why the Santa Claus
is walking the way he does,
just come to Trondheim city
and spend a night with us.

VETOPASUUNA
Mä nuoren miehen ujoimman
näin pöydässä pienen ruokalan,
ja syystä, jota tiedä en
sain hältä Vetopasuunan

Torvi, torvi tinakylki
aina soittaa juhlissa.
Torvea soittaa mies tuo nuori,
nuotteja vain tunne ei.

Bumtsi - bum, bumtsi - bum - bum...
   
Hän ulkona mua kuljettaa   
ja ottaa kiinni mistä saa.   
Mut pohjimmiltaan, kukaties,   
on hänkin kelpo VUORIMIES!

Torvi, torvi tinakylki   
aina soittaa jurrissa.
Torvea soittaa mies tuo nuori,   
nuotteja vain tunne ei.

Bumtsi - bum...

songbook songbook
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sauna
Sauna is a typical Finnish building with the pur-
pose of making people sweat and feel uncom-
fortable. Sauna is where you scorch your back 
with hot steam in an often inhumanly small 
space with too much men and too few wom-
en in it. Sauna is the culmination of Finnish 
attitude - when you haven’t got anything 
useful to do, go do something stupid. Like 
drink too much, or start a meaningless fight 
with a random guy you’ve never seen be-
fore or go sit in a room that is too hot. Or, 
preferably, a combination of all of these. 

Typical modern sauna has multiple wooden 
benches (Germans used to try steel...) at different heights and an oven 
on the floor. The oven, “kiuas”, has rocks on top of it and water is thrown on them when 
the place doesn’t feel hot enough. If the boiling steam isn’t enough you can whip yourself with 
branches of birch tied together. You can also do this to a friend, they’d obviously do the same for 
you too! 

Nowadays most of the urban saunas are electric, although 
a true Finn prefers a wood–heated sauna typically found in 
summer houses and countryside. The additional work to get 
the room warm is a pleasure you can’t get with an electric 
oven where you merely turn a switch to heat up the sauna. 
If you wish to still add some to the experience, you may 
want to try out a traditional smoke sauna. Perfect if you 
also want to have your eyes watering dry and a hard time 
breathing. 

After you’re done dehydrating yourself in the sauna, you 
usually want to cool off a little. This is commonly done 
by running into a freezing–cold lake or in the absence 
of one rolling naked in the snow. Due to lakes being 
thickly frozen for most of the year, breaking a hole 
through the surface makes for a nice exercise as well. 
After you’ve cooled off one way or another, you go 
back to the sauna even if just to show you haven’t 
learned anything yet. 
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Now, the real reason behind all this is to give 
Finns an excuse for our favorite, and mostly 
only, hobby — drinking. You probably have a 
beer or two before you go to sauna, then a few 
inside just to hopelessly try to cool off a little 
and then some afterwards to quench the thirst. 
When you repeat the process enough it doesn’t 
take long to get into a fancy happy mood. 
Drinking and sauna actually go so hand in hand 
that it’s often hard to distinguish one from anoth-
er. In commonday talk the two are almost syn-
onymous which might confuse an outsider at first. 
To shed a little light on the subject, below is a little 
example of a typical conversation between a married 
couple, with what they truly mean in parantheses: 

Husband:  I’m going to sauna tonight.
  (“Gonna get wasted tonight.”)

Wife:   Ok. Have fun!
  (“If you throw up on the floor when you get back, I’ll feed you to the dogs.”) 

Pretty simple when you get the hang of it. 

Where did sauna come from then? Origi-
nally it was just a place to get clean and 
warm. But due to the rarity of both of 
these, the ancestral Finns grew to worship 
sauna houses as holy places. Sauna elf was 
a spirit you had to keep happy or it’d burn 
down your sauna and both the newborn 
and dead were kept there. For an ancient 
Finn, bathing in sauna was truly being one 
with spirits. It might be so nowadays too, 
but mostly in a different meaning.

by: Tapio KouKKari

Notice that in real life the women don’t wear 

bikinis in sauna
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funny finnish games
“Don’t Come Back From the Same Hole!” 

This game needs 2-30 players. The idea of this game is very simple: You dive in to the lake 
through a hole in the ice, but DON’T COME BACK FROM THE SAME HOLE. 

First make several holes on the ice and then start diving. The starting hole will then be 
sealed off. Winner is the one who manages to stay alive. 

OBS! On the most simple version there can be many  win-
ners. 

For a more challenging dip you can: 
a) Be seriously wasted, which means at least 2 promille 
blood alcohol level. 
b) Have only one hole open. All other holes are sealed off. 
c) Make hole distances exceptionally long. At least over 30 
meters. 
d) Dive with a bag of concrete. 
e) Have your hands tied with your ankles. 
f ) Play the sudden death mode. Only the first one out gets out. 
g) Do playoffs. Dive head to head with sudden death rules until there is only the winner left. 
h) Do all the above 

Don’t be a nerd! Just play!!!

This game is designed for morons, bastards and tourists. Serious injuries may and will occur. 

“Polar Bear Run” 

As you might have figured out all finnish games 
are very simple and this one makes no exception. 
What you need is a stick and a polar bear. Pos-
sibly a hospital and a funeral home to go along. 

First find a polar bear and a stick. Poke the polar 
bear with the stick untill it get’s annoyed or even 
irritated. When the polar bear starts coming at you 
STOP poking and run like hell. If you can outrun 
the polarbear you’ll be the person of the day and 
you’ll get one more story to tell to your grandchil-
dren. If you can’t… Well, you won’t make a beauti-
ful corpse.

Please note that running in snow is very difficult.
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funny finnish games
“Killer Penguin Bash” 

Unlike all the other games listed this one is exceptionally easy. For the basic rule 
game you only need a flock of penguins and you might want to bring along a 
basic club or a hockey stick. It’s just a question of preferrences. 

When you find the killer penguin flock start bashing ! 

You migh want to set a time trial of 2-5 minutes and see how many penguins you can bash. 
As an alternative you can find out who kills 50-100 penguins the fastest. Note that the killer 
penguins will with no doubt fight back, so safety goggles or sun glasses are adviced. 

If you find penguins too hard to handle you can practise with bashing a seal or two. 

“Turpakäräjät” 

This is one of my personal favourites but it’s fairly hard to learn 
so pay attention as you read through the directions. For this game 
you need a bar and a hot dog stand. Make sure that the hot dog 
stand is fairly close to the bar. You can always disguise a wall or 
build your own hot dog stand 
lookalike. 

First wait untill the bar closes and a queue starts forming in front 
of the hot dog stand. Then start randomly picking a fight with the 
people on the cueue. Try getting as many people irritated as possible.

The winner is the one who gets most people to fight. You can range 
the time limit according to your own abilities. In five minute game 
you have to get the whole queue irritated at the same time in order to 
get a decent score.

PROTIP

Composite sticks give your 

slashes extra power
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finnish drinks

Ice-cold beer
1. Make sure it’s really cold outside, like really cold.

2. Place a can of beer on a table or some other 
stationary surface.

3. Guard the beer for an hour or 
two, so that no thirsty miner 

will drink it.
4. Open.

5. Wait for the 
Spring.

Kahviplörö
 6 cl Coffee (hot or cold) 
2 cl Koskenkorva vodka

Mix Koskenkorva gently into coffee without spilling. 
Taste. If it tastes horrible, put some more Koskenkorva 
into it. You might have to do this more than once. En-
joy with good or bad company. 

Note, this noble drink in best suited after waking up in 
horrible hangover. 

The filename of this
image was IMG_1337.jpg
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useful phrases
English-Finnish Dictionary 
Hello, Hi = Terve, Moi, Morjens, Hei 
How are you doing? = Miten menee? 
Thanks = Kiitos, Kiitti 
I’m sorry = Anteeksi, Sori 
I’m terribly sorry = Oho 
Cheers = Kippis, Skål 
Look! = Kato/Kattokaa, Tsiigaa, Näätsä, Mikä toi on 
Good Morning = (Hyvää) Huomenta 
Good Day = (Hyvää) Päivää 
Good Evening = Öitä, (Hyvää) Yötä 
Give me = Anna (mulle), Heitä, Pistä 
Beer = Bisse, Kalja, Olut, Bini 
Cider = Siideri, Sidukka 
Some Booze = Viinaa 
I don’t understand = Mulla ei seiso 
I’m tired = Heittäkää mut avantoon 
I think I’m gonna throw up = Isäntä, oksettaa! 
It’s too hot here (in sauna) = Lisää löylyä! 
It’s awfully crowded in here = Vittuun siitä tönimästä

Useful Finnish Sayings 
Nyt otti ohraleipä! = Now the barley bread took! 
Päivä on pulkassa = The day is in a sled 
Helppo nakki! = An easy wiener! 
Paskanmarjat! = Shit’s berries! 
Terve kuin pukki = As healthy as a buck
Toimii kuin junan vessa = Works like a train’s toilet
Siellä missä pippuri kasvaa = Where the pepper grows
Se on menox sano Annie Lennox = Off we go said Annie Lennox
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notes&
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memories
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